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Abstract. Three- and four-grid extrapolation procedures are considered for special initial 
value problems of arbitrary order q > 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the special initial value problem of order q > 1 given by 
y(Q)(t) = f(4 Y), t > to; y(')(to) = tr, T = 0, 1, . . . ,q - 1 (I) 
and suppose that the solution, assumed to exist and to be unique for all to 5 t 5 T, is 
sought at time t = T < co. 
The interval of integration will be divided, first of all, into N subintervals each of 
width h so that Nh = T - to, giving a grid Gi consisting of the N + 1 points t,,l = 
to+nh (n = O,l,... , N). The theoretical solution of (1) at t = t,,l is clearly y(t,,l) 
and the notation yn,i will be used to denote the solution of an approximating method at 
the same point t,,l of Gi (n = 0, 1, . . . , N). 
The application of a symmetric, convergent linear multistep method M of order p to 
find the solution at the point T = tN,l of Gi, yields, under the conditions given in Henrici 
[l] and Lambert [2], th e asymptotic error expansion cN,i = y(T) - yN,l given by 
cN,i = hf’e, + hPf2ep+z + hP+4ep+4 + hP+6ep+6 + . . . (2) 
in which the ep, ep+2,. . . are independent of h. Clearly M is applied N times in com- 
puting YN,l+ 
2. GLOBAL EXTRAPOLATION 
2.1 Three grids. Suppose now that the interval of integration is divided into 2N 
subintervals each of width $ giving a grid G2 consisting of the 2N + 1 points ti,2 = 
to+y, i=O,l,... ,2N. Clearly the points t,.,z (T = 0,2,. . . ,2N) of Gs are coin- 
cident with the points t,,l = to + nh (n = 0, 1, . . . , N) of Gr. The notation yi,2 will 
be used to denote the solution obtained using M at the points t;,z (z’ = 0, 1, . . . ,2N) 
of Gs. 
The application of M to find the solution at the point T = t2N,2 of G2 generates the 
asymptotic error expansion 
62N,2 = 2-PhPep + 2-p-2hP+2ep+2 + 2-p-4hp+4ep+4 + 2_p_6hp+6ep+6 +. . . (3) 
which, like cN,l, is O(hP) so that yN,i and y2N,2 are both approximations of order p to 
y(T). Method M is applied 2N times on G2. 
Suppose next that the interval of integration is divided into 3N sub-intervals each of 
width $ giving a grid Gs consisting of the 3N+l points tj,3 = to+&)-, j=O,l,... ,3N. 
It is clear that the points ts,3 (s = 0,3,6,. . . ,3N) of Gs are coincident with the points 
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t n,l (n=O,l,... , N) of the original grid Gi. The notation yj,s will be used to denote 
the solution of the numerical method M at the points tj,3 (j = 0, 1, . . . ,3N) of Gs. 
The application of M to find the solution at the point T = t3N,3 of Gs gives a third 
approximation of order p to y(T) and yields the asymptotic error expansion 
E3N,3 = 3-PhPep + 3-p-2hp+2ep+2 + 3-p_4hp+4ep+4 + 3_p_6hp+6ep+G +. . . (4) 
provided (2) exists. Method M is applied 3N times on Gs. 
Consider the approximation 
ycE) = ay3N,3 + Py2N,2 + (1 - (y - @)Y~,~ (5) 
and the associated global error 
hE) = af3N,3 + b2N,2 + (1 - ff - P)EN,l (6) 
where a and p are parameters. It may be shown that the terms in hP and hP+2 in (6) 
vanish when 
27~ -32b 
CY= 
5ab+27a-32b’ ‘= 5ab + 27s - 32b (7) 
with, consequently, 1 - (Y - ,0 = 5ob+iyi_32b, where a = 2-P and b = 3-P. 
This global extrapolation, which uses three grids, has produced an approximation ycE) 
defined by (5) which is of order p + 4 provided (Y and p take the values in (7). It differs 
slightly from classical Richardson extrapolation in that the grid size of Gs is t and not 
a. The numerical method M is thus used 6N times to find the O(hp+4) solution instead 
of 7N times. 
2.2 Four grids. Suppose, finally, that the interval of integration is divided into 4N 
subintervals each of width 4 g iving a grid G4 consisting of the 4N + 1 points tk,4 = 
to+gp, k=O,l,.. . ,4N. The points t,,,,4 (m = 0,4,8,. . . ,4N) of G4 are coincident 
with the points t,,l (n = 0, 1,. . . , N) of the original grid G1. The notation &.,4 will be 
used to denote the solution using M at the points tk,4 (k: = 0, 1, . , . ,4N) of G4. 
The application of M to find the solution at t = t4N,4 of G4 gives a fourth approxima- 
tion to y(T) and generates the global error 
E4N,4 = 4_PhPe, + 4-p-2hP+2 e~+2 + 4-p-4hp+4ep+4 + 4-P-6hp+6ep+6 +. . . (8) 
which is O(hP) so that y4N,4 is of order p. Method M is applied 4N times on G4 
Consider the approximation 
ycE) = ay4N,4 + Py3N,3 + -,y2N,2 + (1 - CK - p - ~)y~,~ (9) 
c(E) = ffE4N,4 + &3N,3 + -fc2N,2 + (1 - (Y - p - 7)cNJ (10) 
where o, p, 7’ are paramters. It may be shown that the terms in hp, hP+s and hP+4 in 
(10) vanish when 
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6 = -7a’b - 729a’ + 224ab + 512b, 
512b 
o=6’ 
-729a2 
P=,, 
224ab 
7=7 
(11) 
and consequently 
-7a2b 
1-a-P-7=-T-e 
This four-grid global extrapolation procedure gives an approximation ~(~1 defined by 
(9) which is of order p + 6 provided o, ,8, 7 take the values in (11). It uses the numerical 
method M a total of 11N times, whereas the classical Richardson extrapolation procedure 
would use M a total of 15N times to obtain an O(hP+s) result. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Three- and four-grid global extrapolation procedures have been discussed for the nu- 
merical solution of special initial value problems of order q > 1. The formulas derived 
for computing the higher-order solutions carry over to special boundary value problems 
of the same order and to quadrature problems. 
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